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ABSTRACT 

The investigation of tr affic problems in chronic
ally overloaded networks must simultaneously take 
into account the interactions between subscr iber 
behaviour, exchange performance in overload in
cluding faults and the globai network behaviour. 

Two models having these characteristics, a simula
tion model and an analytical model, that can be 
used in a complementary manner, are described in 
this paper together with the analysis of results 
obtained in studies of sample networks. 

Finally, some considerations are made on the ap
plication of the above models to real networks. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The solution of traffic problems is much easier in, 
a network that is well engineered and operated 
than in one that is over loaded, because the low 
levels of congestion in the network and its ex
changes makes it possible to simplify subscriber 
call generation and duration models in the conven
tional way of Poissonian arrival and negative ex
ponential holding times. In addition, the effect 
of exchanges on end-to-end loss and post-dialling 
delay is so small that the exchanges do not signi
ficantly influence traffic distributions in the 
network. Thus separate models can be established 
for the exchanges and the network. Those simpli
fications cannot be employed if a network is chro
nically overloaded. 

In overloaded networks, strong interaction exists 
between subscribers, exchanges and the network. 
Subscriber call generation and holding time habits 
are unstable, varying with the service the sub
scriber perceives. This effect is equivalent to 
introducing a feedback from grade of service into 
the subscriber traffic patterns. Also, severe 
congestion in an exchange may affect the loading 
of circuit groups not connected to that exchange. 
On the other hand, severe congestion in some parts 
of the network can increase the loading of various 
devices of an exchange, and thereby degrade its 
performance. For the purposes of this paper, the 
subscri~er traffic patterns in terms of fresh 
traffic offered (caused by the first attempt of a 
call intent) and reattempting behavior will be 
assumed to be in a stable condition. This situa
tion is common in chronically overloaded networks, 

·where subscribers normally perceive a poor grade 
of service. 

An overall modelling approach, where the interac
tions between subscr iber s, exchanges and networ k 
are represented, is necessary for the investiga
tion of overloaded networks. In (i) and (2) two 
models of this type are presented with the main 
objective of testing network management mechanisms. 

Typically, in chronically overloaded networks the 
excess of traffic is aggravated by sporadic faults 
caused by inadequate maintenance. The effect of 
faults is to add another dimension to the traffic 
problem, since although the proportion of calls 
lost because of faults does not vary significantly 
with traffic, the time spent either by signal
ling devices or by exchange control devices in 
handling failing calls differs from the time spent 
by successful calls or calls experiencing conges
tion. In electromechanical systems, service times 
of control devices in case of faults are usually 
much longer than normal, which significantly re
duces the capacity of the exchange. Similar pro
blems may occur with signalling devices. 

A model used to investigate chronically overloaded 
networks must, therefore, simultaneously take into 
account the subscriber reattempts, exchange be
havior in overload including faults, and network 
behavior in case of faults. 

In this article the approach followed in the anal
ysis of congestion problems in overloaded networks 
is described. First the models used for the in
vestigation are briefly presented. Section 3 des
cribes the studies carried out on network overload 
performance with a simulation model, with an anal
ysis of the results obtained. Section 4 describes 
the studies on network throughput and capacity 
carried out with an analytical model. Finally the 
conclusions of the study are summarized in section 
5 outlining the possibilities of application of 
the mentioned models to the analysis of chronical
ly overloaded networks. 

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODELS 

In order to investigate congestion problems in 
chronically overloaded networks a simulation and 
an analytical model were developed with different 
purposes. 

2.1 Performance analysis model {simulation} 

The simulation model was intended to investigate 
the mechanisms of generation and propagation of 
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overloads, as well as the possible causes of 
throughput reduction when the offered traffic in
creases. The model, which is described in (15) is 
of the "call type", i.e., each call and the treat
ment of the resources required is individually si
mulated. Emphas is is placed on providing it with 
features that permit the accurate representation 
of the overload behavior of a network; in particu~ 
lar blocking and delay mechanisms are made depen
dent on the instantaneous traffic and the current 
state of the networ k. The model reproduces in 
some detail the following aspects of a network: 

• subscriber reattempt behavior (3,4). 
· architecture and routing strategy of the network 
· blocking introduced by the switching network of 

the exchanges. 
· delays introduced by exchange control 
· effect of sporadic faults of control and sig

nalling devices on the delays and losses of the 
exchanges. 

The output of the simulation permits to observe in 
detail the following parameters: 

· number of call attempts and call intents gener
ated by the subscribers. 

· traffic carried at different points of the net
work (originating subscribers, outgoing circuit 
groups, terminating subscribers) • 

· load of some specific devices of the exchange. 
• conversation traffic carried by circuit groups. 
• blocking and delay probability at specific pOints 
• end-to-end loss probability. 

This output provides a picture of the network 
status, which corresponds, within the accuracy 
1 imi ts of a s imula t ion mode l, to the ac tual pic
ture of the network evolving naturally from the 
initial conditions stated in the input data. 

2.2 Throughput optimization model (Analytical ) 

In order to investigate properties of the maximum 
network throughput an analytical model based on 
linear programming techniques was developed. The 
analytical model, briefly described in Appendix I, 
considers most of the network exchange and sub
scriber parameters of the simulation model. 

Two major differences exist between both models: 

• the analytical model do not reproduce the sto
chastic nature of the traffic. Only mean va
lues of traffic, loss and delay are considered 
in a set of linear equations. 

the analytical model determines the set of traf
fic values which produce maximum network through
put. In order to achieve this maximum, the ori
g i nating exchanges are given the possibility of 
rejecting traffic in such a way that the accepted 
traffic is not later blocked in the network. 

This last aspect establ ishes the main difference 
between the two models. In the simulation model 
the network evolves in the natural way, i.e. only 
the call attempts finding congestion are rejected, 
thus allowing the network to be filled with traf-
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fic which will find congestion later on. By the 
contrary in the analytical model call attempts ex
ceeding the maximum expected network throughput 
are aborted at the level of the originating sub
scr iber. 

M3 M4 
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3. SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS 
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Different simulation experiments were carried out, 
all of them related to the same basic network 
structure represented in fig.l, where the most sig
nif icant exchange parameters have been given for 
all exchanges. Both the exchanges and the network 
were dimensioned according to normal load criteria 
of 0.01 loss in circuit groups, 0.005 total ex
change loss probability and 0.001 delay probability 
in all signalling devices. The two tandem ex
changes were overdimensioned in order to simplify 
the analysis of the results. This basic exchange 
configuration was used throughout the whole study. 
Nevertheless, in order to test different exchange 
congestion patterns, several series of runs have 
been made in which some exchange parameters have 

:been changed, namely the number of subscr iber re
ceivers and the central control capacity. 

In fig.2 various curves of throughput vs. fresh 
offered traffic have been represented. The through
put is expressed in tota l number of conversations 
per second carried by the network. The fresh of
fered traffic is expressed in number of call in
tents per second in the abscissa. 

3.1 Fault free networks 

Curve (a) of fig.2 was obtained with the balanced 
network (identical exchanges of the same category) 
wi th the parameters given in fig.1. The result 
was completely unexpected according to both theory 
and experience, which predicted a reduction of the 
network throughput beyond a certain offered traf
fic. 
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One of the reasons found for noi loosing network 
throughput was that the subscriber receivers lim
i ted the traffic to the extent that the queueing 
systems defined by the exchange control and signal
ling devices could still work below its maximum 
capacity (point at which the number of items 
served is smaller than the number of items offered 
per unit time). In another run, the number of sub
scr iber rece ivers were substantially increased so 
that there were no limitation of the offered traf
fic to the network. The total network throughput 
did not decrease within the overload ranges in
vestigated. 

By adequate selection of the network and exchange 
parameters it was possible to find other balanced 
network for which the throughput decreased for in
creasing traffic offered values. Curve (b) of 
fig.2 shows the throughput for one of those confi
gurations obtained by reducing to 13.6 calls/sec. 
the central control capacity and to 50 incoming 
receivers in the exchanges of the central mesh. 

Another excercise was carried out with the network 
described in fig.l with the exchanges dimensioned 
at their nominal capacity, introducing a focused 
overload towards one of the exchanges of the cen
tral mesh. The results have been shown in curve 
(c) of fig.2. The values of the traffic offered 
for different overload levels were obtained by in
creasing the offered traffic to exchange 3 by 
100%, 200% and 400%, maintaining the fresh offered 
traffic to and from the other exchanges. For com
par ison purposes the same scale in abscissa has 
been used. The 200% and 400% focused overloads 
towards exchange 3 correspond to 22.04 and 35.28 
fresh offered calls/sec., respectively in fig.2. 

The above experiments confirm the well known phe
nomenon of throughput decrease in complex queueing 
systems when they are offered traffics beyond cer
tain limits. However configurations could be 
found where the phenomenon was not observed. 

3.2 Networks with faults 

The faults may also be a problem in chronically 
overloaded networks. Their effects have been 
studied both analytically and by traffic measure
ments (5,6). However their impact on the overall 
network behaviour under severe overioad is not 
sufficiently studied. 

To evaluate the effect on network congestion of 
failures, several simulation runs were made of the 
network represented in fig.l. The capacity of ex
changes 3 and 4 was reduced to 13.6 and 17 
calls/sec., respectively. The effect of the simu
lated faults on the exchange control was to multi
ply by four the use made of the central control by 
the failed call attempt. These faults may affect 
15% of the - locally originated or terminated calls. 

Runs were made of the same network with and with
out faults. In some of the runs the number of 
subscriber receivers was increased in order to 
allow more calls to generate congestion at some 
bottlenecks. The results represented in curves 
(a) and (b) of fig.3 correspond to the network 
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without and with faults, respectively, in the case 
where the number. of subscr iber receivers did not 
limi t the number of offered call attempts to the 
network. Curve (c) of fig.3 represents the re
sults of a network with faults with the number of 
subscr iber receivers der ived from dimensioning at 
normal load levels. 

Curve (a) of fig.3 shows a large margin of otfe red 
traffic at which the network throughput is equal 
to its maximum capacity, Le. the network confi
guration studied is little sensitive to overload. 
The effect of 15% of faults produces considerable 
reduction of the maximum network throughput as can 
be observed in curve (b). Moreover, beyond that 
point of maximum throughput the part of the curve 
with negative slop is very steep. The effect of 
the faults studied is to make the network much 
more vulnerable to overloads. Finally from curve 
(c) it can be observed that the maximum network 
throughput has been decreased but there is no fur
ther degradation for very high traffic offered va
lues. 

The results indicated that at traffic levels below 
or near the nominal load, the effect of the faults 
on the throughput is small because the subscriber 
reattempts tend to compensate for the additional 
loss of the faults. Beyond and close to the point 
of maximum throughput the subscriber reattempts 
generate additional inefficient load which has the 
effect of making the throughput curve more steep 
in the region of negative slope. 

The above results confirm the expectations. Never
theless they correspond to one type of faults among 
the large variaty which can be found in practice. 
The analysis of congested networks with faults, is 
at least one order of magnitud more complex than 
without faults, given the different types of faults 
which can occur and the possible combinations of 
faults and traffic overload. 

3.3 Conclusion from simulation experiments 

The experiments described so far confirmed the 
well known phenomenon of throughput decrease in 
complex queueing systems when they are offered 
traffic beyond certain limits. Configurations 
were also shown for which the throughput did not 
decrease no matter the excess of traffic offered. 
The consideration of sporadic faults in the switch
ing equipment does not change the picture signifi
cantly, although it is more difficult to maintain 
the throughput when the fault rate is not negli
geable. 

The exper iments also showed that local networks 
are somewhat self-protected against general over
loads, particularly if subscriber receivers are 
not overdimensioned and other queueing systems in 
the network such as senders-incoming receivers or 

.incoming receivers-central control resources are 
properly provisioned. Unfortunately it is more 
difficult to protect a local (or toll) network 
against focused overloads. 
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a) General overload, Network parameters in Fig.1, 
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c) Focused overload. Network parameters as in Fig. 1 
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Figure - 3 

NETWORK THROUGHPUT IN CASE OF 15% OF FAULTS 

a) Fault free network. 
b) Effect of faults when subscriber receivers are 

not limited. 
c) Same as b) but subscriber receivers dimensioned 

for nominal load leve l . 

Simulations were very useful to test the mechanisms 
by which overload produces the decrease of network 
throughput. The occupation of the resources (main
ly common control and signalling resources) with 
ineffective traffic, which causes the decrease of 
throughput, results from the joint effect of the 
mechanisms of congestion generation and propaga
tion outlined below: 

Congestion is obviously generated by an excess 
of traffic offered with respect to the re
sources available. The excess of traffic may 
affect the networ k differently depending on the 
exchange self-protection characteristics, and 
the junction network and exchange dimen
sioning. Focused over~oads and fau~ts are con
ditions which make the network more vulnerable 
to congestion. Focused overload was recognized 
by various authors (~,7,8,9) as the most dif-
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ficult to .prevent. For example, in a general 
overload "fair contention" of traffic flows for 
devices A and B in exchanges 1 and 2 (fig.4) may 
protect one group of scarce resqurces of 
exchange 5, whereas in focused overload the same 
resources of exchange 5 are vulnerable to the 
"unfair competition" of traffic flow to exchange 
5 because devices A and B have spare capacity 
s; that they cannot stop traffic to exchange 5. 

• Congestion propagates differently via delay and: 
loss systems. In delay systems one type o~ 
resources becomes congested waiting for 
someother downstream. In loss systems it isl 
subscriber reattempts which propagates conges
tion. 

EXCHANGE' EXCHANGE % 
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"t/ 

CJ @oo 
"t/ 

CJ 

! 
@)@) 

EXCH.3 EXCH.4 

\ 
~SCARCE 
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Figure 4 EFFECT OF FOCUSED OVERLOAD 

Simulation proved to be an adequate tool to test 
"network performance under severe overload. How
ever it .is somewhat heavy for other purpose. 

4. APPLICATION OF THE THROUGHPUT OPTIMIZATION MODEL 
CAPACITY OF TELEPHONE NETWORKS. 

The simulation exper iments descr ibed in previous 
sections pointed out some of the many factors that 
influence the throughput of a telephone networ k 
and permitted the study of the mechanisms of over
load propagation. In particular it was shown that 
our very well dimensioned test network was able to 
maintain the throughput under general overload con
ditions no matter the amount of traffic offered 
because of the situation of "fair competition" 
reached by the different traffic flows sharing 
common resources. 

The analytical model summar ized in Appendix I is 
intended to determine the maximum throughput of a 
network under given traffic and fault conditions, 
establishing the values of the traffic flows that 
correspond to the "fair competition" status, re
jecting traffic at the originating subscriber if 
necessary and assuring an efficient utilization of 
the network resources. 

In the model, the value of the maximum throughput 
in a network increases as the offered traffic 
grows, reaching an abso~ute maximum for a va~ue of 
the offered traffic usually far beyond the nominal 
load. This absolute maximum is called in this 
paper the capacity of the network 
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4.1 Application to the test network 

In order to illustrate the type of analys is that 
can be made with this model we present here the 
studies done on the test network defined before, 
assuming first a fault free condition and then 
looking at the evolution of the capacity when 
faults are present. 

4.2 Fault free conditions 

Table 1 shows the variation of the maximum through
put in the test network as the offered traffic 
grows to 1.2 and 1.5 the nominal load. (Their ca
pacity was obtained at about the last point). 
There are also shown the values of the traffic 
flows corresponding to the maximum throughputs 
that compare fairly well with the simulation re
sults for the same cases under "fair competition" 
conditions (the agreement was also good in other 
cases studied). 

Table 2 shows the utilization of some of the ex
change resources and circuit groups for the same 
cases as in Table 1. It can be seen there, that 
the first exhausted resources are the group c ir
cuits connecting the mesh exchanges when the of
fered traffic is 1.2 times the nominal load. At 
th is point the model is able to handle all the 
traffic since there is no rejection at the origin
ating exchanges. When the traffic increases (1.5 
case) it is still possible to handle more traffic, 
just the traffic going to or coming from the peri
phery, to make full use of the spare capacity of 
the circuits groups in this periphery. The occu
pancy of the resources in the mesh exchanges is a 
little greater because of this fact. At the same 
time there is rejection of calls that would find 
congestion in the already exhausted circuit groups 
to avoid ineff icient use of the other r·esources. 

The analysis just made gave us an indication of 
the capacity of the network and of the resources 
limiting this capacity. At this point we were in 
good condition to investigate how much capacity 
could be gained by increasing the circuit groups. 
until a new bottleneck is found. Then, by remov
ing again the second bottleneck and so forth we 
can obtain quite a good picture of the possible 
improvements of the network capacity compared with. 
the feasibility and cost of achieving them. 

4.3 Capacity and random faults. 

The next step in tne application of the model to 
the test network was the investigation of the 
changes in capacity produced. by sporadic faults. 
Of the many types and combination of faults that 
can appear in a networ k we selected the type of 
them that increase the occupancy of the affected 
resources. We also assumed that faults were 
spread all over the network but distinguishing 
between faults located at the selection resources 
and at the signalling devices. 

Table 3 shows the changes in the capacity when the 
faul t rate varies from 0.0 to 0.25 in steps of 
0.05. The fresh offered traffic was maintained at 
1.5 the nominal load that we know it corresponds 

s 

to the capacity in a·bsence of -faults. -- . Table 3a 
applied to faults located at the signalling 
devices that double the occupancy of the faulty 
devices Table 3b) corresponds to the case of 
faults in the selection phase that mUltiplies by 
four the utilization of the affected resources. 

As it was expected, the capacity of the network 
decreased as the fault rate increased. At the 
same time, the total rejection rate was decreasing 
and even became zero for significant values of the 
fault rate. 

It was also found (see table 4) that the network 
was deloaded, i.e., the trunk groups carried less 
traffic than they would in the absence of faults. 
We thus studied a case where subscriber dissatis
faction and poor · grade of service is accompanied· 
by an apparent good network performance, as it 
would be observed by measur ing only the traffic 
carried by circuit groups. 

An indepth study of the situation revealed that 
what happen is that the bottlenecks ~o~ed gradual
ly from the circuit groups to the ·- ~_ub~cr iber re
ceivers of the mesh exchanges and these resources 
were cutting off the traffic at a lev~l below the 
capacity of the other resources. At the ~ame time 
the rate of calls abandoning because of long dial 
tone delay remarkably increased. Therefore, in 
this particular case, the only way of improving 
the network capacity other than fixing the faults 
is to increase the number of subscriber receivers 
to permit more traffic to enter the network. 

Concluding, the use of the throughput optimization 
model may facilitate the understanding of n.etwork 
performance problems. The model supplements .the 
picture of the network throughput obtained from 

~i 
NOMINAL 20\ OVER- 50% OVEP.-

CALL RATE I LOAD LOAD LOAD 

I 18.29 21.95 27.44 
CONVERS . 
CALL RATE .i OPTIM SIM. OPTIM SIM. OPTIM SIM. 

TOT A L 115 . 664 15.568 18.960 18.704 19.48E 18.288 

Mesh-to-Mesh 10.836 0.830 1.006 1.006 1.034 0.993 

Mesh-to-Periph ~ 0.054 0.054 0.068 0.054 0.068 0.048 
Periph-to-Mesh 0.082 0.082 0.102 0.102 0.109 0.095 
Periph- to-Perip 0 • 007 0.007 0.007 0.007 0.007 0.007 

TABLE - 1 

variation of the maximum throughput with the offered 
traffic and resulting set of call flows, 

~ 
NOMINAL 20% OVER- 50% OVER-

ALL RATE LOAD LOAD LOAD 

UTILIZAT. 18.29 21.95 27.44 
OF RESOURCE Mesh Per. Mesh Per. Mesh Per. 

· Subsc.Receivers 84.8 ,10.2 101.8 12.3 114.1 15.4 

Senders 43.2 5.6 51.8 6.6 53.1 6.9 
I 

Incom.Receivers 43.0 : 3.6 51.6 4.3 53.2 4.22 
I 

Select.Resourc. 0.39 i 0.12 0.47 0.15 0.49 0.15 

Table 2a): Utilization of the resources o f t h e 
J:e.stoe.twork .. 
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CALL RATE LOAD LOAD LOAD ~
FERED FRESH NOMINAL 20% OVER- 50% OVER-

~ARRIED ~=1=8=.2=9==4-~2=1-.-9-5--~~-2-7=.=4=4~ 
trRAFFIC , 

Mesh-to-Mesh 

Mesh-to-Tandem 
! 

Tandem-to-Mesh I 
Tandem-to-periPh , 

Periph-to-Tandem , 

114.5 

17.3 

22.9 

32.7 

54.8 

131. 0* 

35.9 

37.1 

39.2 

65.8 

131.0* 

38.0* 

44.4 

38.2 

68.0* 

Table 2b): Traffic carried by the circuit 
groups in the test network. The 
'*' marks the exhausted groups. 

FAULT CAPACITY REJECTION FAULT CAPACITY REJECTION 
RATE RATE RATE RATE 

0.00 19.488 11. 956 0.00 19 .- 488 11.956 
0.05 19.382 9.564 0.05 19.321 6.636 
0.10 19.273 6.974 0.10 19.145 0.544 
0.15 19.153 4.061 0.15 18.004 0.000 
0.20 19.017 0.843 0.20 16.640 0.000 
0.25 18.506 0.000 0.25 15.190 0.000 

TABLE - 3a TABLE - 3.b 

Capacity and Rejection Rates obtained for the Test 
Network when Faults Appear in Signalling Phase (a), 
and in Common Control (b). Offered Call Rate 27.44 
(1.5 the Nominal Call Rate) 

FAULT MESH- MESH- T~DEM TANDEM- PERIPH-
FATE MESH TANDEM -MESH PERIPH PERIPH 

0.00 131.00 23.87 31.56 46.93 68.00 
0.05 131.00 23.13 31.24 45.52 68.00 
0.10 131.00 22.27 31.05 43.56 68.00 
0.15 129.28 6.57 30.01 15.04 67.79 
0.20 115.96 6.46 28.16 14.90 64.16 
0.25 102.88 6.57 24.72 11.65 55.91 

TABLE - 4 

Carried Traffic in the Test Network Circuit Groups. 
Faults located at the Common Control. Offered Call 
Rate 27.44 (1.5 the Nomi'nal call Rate) 

t r affic measurements, sinCe it provides t he pic
ture that would be obtained if the overload were 
removed. 

5. APPLICATION TO CHRONICALLY OVERLOADED NETWORKS. 

In this section possible actions to be taken in 
the rehabilitation of an overloaded network and 
the use of tools such as the ones previously 
presented is discussed. The scenario could be an 
overloaded local network composed of crossbar and 
rotary exchanges. Maintenance is poor as well as 
the GOS provided by the network. The final 
obj ectives of the study could be to identify the 
possible actions to maximize the throughput of the 
existing network and to determine the number of 
subscribers which have to be removed from e~ch 
exchange and connected to the new exchanges that 
would be ins~alled. 
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The actions to be taken in connection with those 
objectives are within the scope of traffic admin
istration. Four groups of those actions are out
lined below: 

1. Extend some circuit groups of the network. 

2. Eliminate some bottlenecks of existing exchanges 
by augmenting scarce resources. 

3. Simple actions to protect the existing network 
against general overload and which do not imply 
significant cost, such as making devices busy to 
reduce the excess of traffic congested areas. 

4. Limit the excess of traff ic in congested ex
changes by reassignment of subscr ibers to new 
exchanges. 

Once the bottlenecks of the network have been iden- , 
tified it would be relatively simple to recommend 
actions of the types 1 and 2 above. The first 
task would then be' to identify the bottlenecks in 
the network. The task may be difficult using only 
traffic measurements, since in an overloaded net
work traffic measurements do not necessarily re
flect the actual situation of the network as ' it 
was demonstrated in section 4. An analysis of the 
network using the throughput optimization model 
descr ibed in Appendix I to determine the networ k 
capacity would also provide information on the 
bottlenecks. By comparing the capacity derived 
from the model with traffic measurements it is 
possible to determine whether the actual networ k 
throughput is below its capacity or not. If yes 
the problem may be due to an excess of traffic or 
by the presence of faults not adequately reflected. 
This is the critical task for which no rule can be 
given. As in any other problem of diagnosis it is 
through the trial and error process of understand
ing the discrepancies between reality and model 
results that the bottlenecks are identified. 

Once the bottlenecks are known, it is relatively 
,simple to determine with the model the extent to 
which these bottlenceks limit the network capacity. 
It is also simple with the model to evaluate the 
i~pact of removing bottlenecks in the junction net
work and/or the exchanges, and from there provide 
ahswer to points 1 and 2 above. At times a not 
very expensive extension may considerably increase 
network capacity. 

The determination of simple actions to protect th e 
existing network against overload and which do not 
imply significant cost (action 3 above), can be 
considered an intermediate step to optimize the 
use of the resources of the existing network, be
fore the new exchanges tan actually overcome the 
problem, by subscriber reassignment (actions 4 
above) • Action 3 can be determined by reducing 
some of the devices which give access t~ the net
work bottlenecks. Examples may be subscriber re
ceivers or c i rcuit groups. The exercise can be 
made with the analytical model by changing the 
number of devices until no call rejection is re
quired. The adequacy of the actions can.be vali
dated with ~he simulation program. 
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With that action the network will provide maximum 
throughput from the resources available, although 
the grade of service may still be poor. In this 
case only action 4 will correct this problem. The 

.number of subscribers to be moved could be easily 
determined from the traffic to be rejected in or-
der to obtain the network capacity as defined in 
section 4. 
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APPENDIX I 

THROUGHPUT OPTIMIZATION MODEL FOR TELEPHONE 
NETWORKS 

A. I.l General 

The model is based on the work first done by 
Franks and Rishel (13) applying to a toll network 
composed of a specific switching machine type (no. 
4A -ETS). Our model extends this work to any type 
of network (local (urban) or toll), is not res
tricted to a specific switching machine, and con
siders random faults that may appear during the 
call set up process. 

In the model the network is thought of as a collec
tion of switching machines connected by circuit 
groups and of a set of call flows (calls in the 
conversation stage or being set up) occupying the 
circuits and exchange resources on the route be
tween two end offices. 

The exchanges are viewed as consisting of various 
groups of resources, each of which is required for 
a certain part of the call set up process. Typi
cally, the group of resources considered are: sub
scriber receivers, incoming receivers, senders and 
group selection resources. Each group or resources 
is given an average hodling time that may depend 
on the particular call flow us ing that resource. 
The exchanges are also given the possibility of 
rejecting originating calls once their destination 
is known. 

A call flow is represented in the model by the 
mean rate of calls being carr ied on a route be
tween two en~ ' ~ffice5: A ro~te is ' deiined ' b~ the 
set of links connecting adjacent exchanges between 
the two ends. A call in this flow. occupies a cir
cuit on each of the links of the route as well as 
the required resources of the exchanges involved 

. in the route. 

The model assumes that faults can be represented. 
by means of constant fault rates assigned to every 
exchange (group selection faults) and every cir
cuit group (signalling faults) in the network. 
The effect of these faults is accounted for by 
varying the holding times of the affected devices, 
thus changing their capacity; and by cancelling 
the affected calls when faults occur. (These 
calls appear later as reattempts at the originating 
exchanges) • 

A.I.2 Modelling of call flows. 

From the point of view of the treatment required 
at a given exchange the call flows are divided 
into four cathegories: originating outgoing, ori- · 
ginating internal, transit and terminating call 
flows. (For a toll network transit flows would be 
the only cathegory, the end offices of the network 
being the sources and sinks of traffic). 

'The model determines the set up sequence of the 
call flows in each cathegory. In a general way 
and for a link-by-link signalling scheme, the 
treatment of a call flow can be summarized as 
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fol16ws: A . call ' within a call flow getting into 
some exchange queues for a receiver and seizes it 
when it becomes available. Once sufficient digit 
information has been received the group selection 
starts. In case of or iginating call flo'ws and 
just at this point some calls may be rejected de
pending on their destination. A call in the se
lection process and while the remaining digits are 
received, queues for a selection resource and 
seizes it. If some failure happens or no free 
trunk is found the call is lost. Otherwise the 
call queues for and seizes a sender, then queues 
for an seizes an incoming receiver in the next ex- . 
change for sending the required digits. If a fault 
occurs during the signalling phase the cal l is 
lost. Por terminating call flows, the selection 
is done after receiving all digits and then if the 
subscriber line is free the call may initiate the 
conversation period. In addition to the calls ' 
lost because of rejection, blocking or faults, 
calls may leave the queues if timeouts expi re or 
because of subscriber impatience. The calls lost 
are assumed to reattempt with an average reattempt
ing probability. 

,The der ivation of the model (14) i nvolves the 
'N r iting of the equations and inequalities which 
must be satisfied by ' the different call flows ap
plying flow conservation pr inciples and Little's 
theorem. Then, for each group of resources and 

·for all flows it is computed the average occupancy 
they produce that can never excee d the total num
ber of resources in the group. The resulting 
linear model with the objective of maximizing the 
number of conversations in the network is formu
late d a s fo~ lows : 

Maximize L ARzR 
R 

Subject to: 

Constraint 1: 

I TpX+TLD+ (1-fi ) TGSL+fiTFG I Zrli+TcLZRli+Tpxhii+ 

L {I TpX+ ( 1- f . ) TGSO+ f . TFG I Z + I (1 - f s ) T + f s T. 1z ,J+ 1. 1. r r sO r FS r 
n:Oi 

+ L hijTpX <= ORi 
j 

Constraint 2: 

L {{(1-fsr)TRPx+fsrTFs+(1-fsr) I (1-fi)TGSt+fi TFGlh 'r+ 
r ETi 

+1 (1- fs :t,)TS +fsr,Tpslz!:,} + L {(1-fsr)TRD+fsrTFs+ 
t r EE i 

+(1-fsr ) I (1-fi)TGSe+fiTFGI}zr+ L TCLz R 
REU.R . . 

J J1. 
constraint 3: 

1: I (1-fsr,)Tso+fSr,TFslzr' + 
r e:Oi 

L I (1-fSr,)Tst+fSr,TpsIZr' <= Si 
r ETi 

IR . 
1. 
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Constraint 4: 

I (1-fi )TGS +f.TFGlz_ + 
I 1. ~li ! I (1-fi)TGSo+fiTFGlzr+ 

reoi 

+ L (1-fs r ) I (1-fi)TGSt+fiTFGlzr+ 
rET i 

+ L (1-fs r ) I (1-fi )TGS +fiTFGlzr <= Mi 
rEEi e 

Constraint 5: 

IT +A T +B T Iz <= LJ1.' 
CL Rli RC Rli RN Rli 

Constraint 6: 

L ITcL+ARTRC+BRTRNlzR <= TJi 
REU . R . . 

J J1. 

Constraint 7: 

L I TCL +AFTFC+BRTFN I zE+ L {( 1-fsr ) TRD+fsRTFS+ 
RJ(h,i) .rJ(h,i) ,rETi 
+ (1-fsr ) I (1-fi)TGSt+fiTFGI }zr+ r. {(1-fsr )TRD+ 

r) (h,1.) , r EEi 

+fs r TFs+(1-fs r ) I (1-fi)TGSe+fiTFGI}zr <= T(h,i) 

Constraint 8: 

I P(AR+BR)ZR+ L (1-P)zr+(1-P) (hi·+toi ·) 
Re: R. . rEO. . J J 

1.J 1.J 

Constraint 9: 

(1-f i )zr 

(1-fs r ) (1-fi )zr 

(1-fs r ) (1-fi )zr 

(1-f·) z 1. r li 

Constraint 10: 

L ZR >= k ij 
RERij 

rEO. 
1. 

r ET. 
1. 

rEEi,R=r' 

where the only independent 

zR' h i j , to i j , since th e Z r ' s 
zR's throygh.constraint 9. 

Notation 

variables 
are coupled 

are 
to 

A route joining two end offices in the net
work. 

r A partial route associated to the route R, 
i.e., the part of the route R that a given 
call has traveled on the way to its desti
nation. 

r' The partial route subsequent to r. 
0i,Ti,Ei : Set of partial routes originating, tran

sit or terminating at exchange i, respec
tively. 

zR Mean rate of call attempts on route R that 
reach the subscriber line. 

zr Mean rate of call attempts on partial 
route r. 

hij Mean rate of call attempts rejected at the 
exchange i because of their destination j. 
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Mean rate of cali attempts giving up at 
exchange i because of long delay before 
dialling their destination j. 
Fraction of completed attempts that get in 
conversation or find the subscriber absent, 
respectively. 
Average reattempting probability per un
successful attempt. 
Fresh call attempt rate from i to j. 
Fault rate associated to exchange i. 

Signalling fault rate associated to the 
partial route r. 
Average dialling time for prefix and last 
digits, respectively. 
Average time spent by the receivers in 
receiving the first and lasts digits, res
pectively. 
Average sending time for transit and out
going call flows, respectively. 
Average selection time. 
Average sending and selection times in case 
of faults, respectively. 
Average conversation time (including ring
ing) • 

TRN Average ringing time in case of absent sub
scriber. 

ORi,IRi,Si,Mi,LJi: Number of subscriber receivers, 
incoming receivers, senders, group selec
tion resources, and local junctors in ex
change i, respectively. 

T(h,i): Number of circuits in the link joining 
exchanges hand i. 

A.I.3 The solution of the model. 

The solution of the linear model provides the net
work capacity, i.e., the maximum number of conver
sations a network can carry, the set of optimum 
call flows as defined above, the excess of traffic 
at every origination point, and the occupancy of 
every group of resources. Thus we can identify 
the exhausted resources, and calculate the gain in 
network capacity that can be brought about by in
creasing the exhausted resources. 

Two points of major importance are the following: 

Is there a solution for the model? 

If so, does this solution approximate the capa
ci~ of the real (stochastic) network? 

To the first question, the answer is yes, because 
of the rejection and giving up rates that play a 
role similar to the slack variables in a linear 
problem, assuring that there will be a range of 
feasible solutions to the problem. In fact, the 
physical meaning of these variables is as follows: 
A certain fraction of the point-to-point call at
tempts are blocked at their originating office. 
The remainder is divided among the routes joining 
the origin and destination, so that no further 
blocking takes place and the total number of con
versations is maximized. Nevertheless, the unique-
ness of a solution is not assured; it could happen 
that different solutions produce the same maximum. 

9 

The answer to the second question is that the sto
chastic nature of the real network would result in 
some queues and some blocking in the network. 
Therefore the capacity of the model is an upper 
limit of the capacity of the real network~ however 

ewe found that this upper limit is close to the ca
'pacity obtained by simulation, and that the set of 
optimum call flows in our model is quite close to 
the one obtained in the simulation (Table 1) • 

A final point of interest is the sensitivity of 
the model solution with respect to the input data 
required. As described in the formulation of the 
problem (14) some of the input data, such as the 
offered traffic matrix, the fault rates and the 
reattempting probability per unsuccessful attempt 
are not very easy to determine in an accurate way. 
Thus sensitivity checks must be done in every net
work under study to ascertain whether the solution 
obtained from the initial data still holds, and, 
if not, to see ~hich are the possible alternative 
solutions based upon var iations of the cr i tical 
data. 
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Summary of Questions/Answers 

Date: 10 June 1983 

Session: 2.1 

Paper: 2 

Q.l (E. Abdo.U) 

Your paper determines optimum network capacities via a linear 
maximum flow model, and also recommends actions for controlling 
an overloaded network. Have the optimum capacities been used 
to guide the selection of control parameters (eg. no. of 
subscribers/recievers at eact node). If so, what is your 
experience with the approach? 

A.I (Guerrero et al.) 

Yes, the ·linear model is able to find the dominant bottlenecks 
in the network that limits its traffic capacity. , Then, by removing 
this dominant bottl~neck, we can obtain the new traffic capacity 
of the network as determined by the next bottleneck. In .' 
particular, in the case of local networks and in the absence 
of specific network management controls, we can find the adequate 
dimensioning of the oriqinating subcriber receivers that 
matches the capacity of the network as defined by the other network 
components. At that point, the network will behave eis. a safe 
network, handling the maximum traffic without suffering overload. 

For toll networks similar approachs have been applied and by 
rejecting the excess of traffic at the primary exchanges it is 
also possible .to keep the network safe. 


